TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE
COURT HOUSE, TILLAMOOK OREGON 97141

SECTION CORNER COMMON SECTIONS
1, 2, 11, and 12, T.I.N.,R.10W.,W.M.

I FOUND A 2' IRON PIPE WITH A 3' TILLAMOOK COUNTY
SURVEYORS BRASS CAP IN A 10' RED CLAY TILE REVITNESS
BIN, CARD #15.

HISTORY OF FOUND MONUMENT

I FOUND THIS MONUMENT TO BE AS DESCRIBED IN TILLAMOOK COUNTY
SURVEYORS REVITNESS CARD #15 AND THE REFERENCES FOUND AT THAT TIME TO NOW
BE AS FOLLOWS:

(G.L.O.) 75' SPRUCE S.84°W 19 LINKS, REPORTED IN REVITNESS BOOK 10 AT PAGE
68 AS A 75' SPRUCE S.34°E. 19 LINKS, AND REPORTED, IN REVITNESS BIN CARD
#15, AS A 75' SPRUCE STUMP S.34°E. 19 LINKS = 12.54', WITH VISIBLE SCRIBING;
(NOW A 75' SPRUCE STUMP, 25' TALL, VERY ROTTED, 2-10 SMALL TREES GROWING OUT
OF IT, NO SCRIBING VISIBLE, S.34°E. 12.54').

(G.L.O.) 24' HEMLOCK N.40°E. 14 LINKS, REPORTED IN REVITNESS BOOK 10 AT PAGE
68 AS A 24' HEMLOCK N.40°E. 14 LINKS, AND REPORTED, IN REVITNESS BIN CARD
#15, AS A STUMP WITH YELLOW TAG, N.40°E. 14 LINKS = 9.24'; (NOW A 54'
HEMLOCK STUMP, 7' TALL, VERY ROTTED INSIDE, BARK SHOWS SIGNS OF OVERGROWN
FACE N.40°E. 9.24').

(BOOK 3 PAGE 12) 36' SPRUCE N.76°W. 31.5', REPORTED, IN REVITNESS BIN CARD
#15, AS A STUMP WITH FACE; (NOW GONE, FALLS AT THE EDGE OF A CLEARED FIELD).

(BOOK 3 PAGE 12) 30' HEMLOCK S.2°E. 24.8', REPORTED, IN REVITNESS BIN CARD
#15, AS A STUMP WITH FACE; (FOUND, NOW ONLY A PILE OF ROT REMAINS).

(BOOK 3 PAGE 12) 36' SPRUCE S.25°W. 38.0', REPORTED, IN REVITNESS BIN CARD
#15, AS A STUMP WITH FACE; (FOUND, NOW 25' X 4' HIGH ROTTED STUMP, NO MARKS
VISIBLE)

REVITNESS BIN CARD #15 B44# HAT SECTION POST 1.2' EAST; (FOUND, REPLACED
MISSING YELLOW METAL LOCATION TAG).

NEW ACCESSORIES

#30' HEMLOCK N.67°E. 18.36', SCRIBED 'TINRIOVSISBTS'.

#18' HEMLOCK S.7°E. 12.95', SCRIBED 'TINRIOVSISBTS'.

THE DISTANCES WERE MEASURED TO A BRASS WASHER WITH A TACK IN THE FACE BETWEEN
THE SCRIBE MARKS "B" & "T".

*indicates Tillamook County Surveyors yellow metal location marker attached.

SURVEYS AND REVITNESSSES OF RECORD

REVITNESS BIN CARD #15 5-10-74
FIELD NOTEBOOK P16 PAGE 7 4-29-15
REVITNESS BOOK 10 PAGE 68 1-4-1889
REVITNESS BOOK 3 PAGE 12 7-19-50
B-419 DECEMBER 1959
B-437 3-20-61
A-3209 JUNE 1977
A-3213 MAY 1977
A-353 3-07-85
G.L.O. CONTRACT #183 JULY 1873

MONUMENT LOCATION

THIS MONUMENT IS LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 150' SOUTH OF WALDRON CREEK
ON THE EAST SIDE OF A CLEARED FIELD, THE CENTER POLE, OF P.P. & L. 3 POLE
STRUCTURE #6/47, BEARS APPROXIMATELY S.61°W. 195', ATTACHED T.C.S. YELLOW
METAL LOCATION POSTER.
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